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C H APT E R O N E
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A B OU T U S
Scruffy Dog Creative Group was founded in 2008. We are
a global entertainment design and realisation company
specialising in turnkey solutions for theme parks and
resorts, attractions, family entertainment centres,
waterparks, dark rides, museums, zoos and aquariums,
and live events.
Formed by some of the best industry professionals the
world has to offer, the senior team was hand-picked
by our founder. Collectively they come from various
international platforms such as Walt Disney Studios,
Universal Studios, The Lego Group, Warner Bros. Studios,
and Merlin Entertainments to name but a few.
Our design studio team is formed of a selection of talented,
skilled, and award-winning specialists, steaming from
a broad range of backgrounds. Our design studios are
based in the city centres of both London and Barcelona as
well as Shanghai.

WE ARE NOT JUST A DESIGN COMPANY!
Unlike any other studio in our industry, Scruffy Dog Group
has a world class ISO certified production facility and the
team to match.
Our state-of-the-art production facility in Birmingham, UK
is one of the largest in Europe boasting industry leading
equipment and technology. Here we deliver theming,
props, and bespoke elements for clients world-wide.
We know how to bring our incredible concepts to life, and
within your budget, offering a true turnkey solution from
the paper to the park! This is what makes us unique.

AFFILIATIONS
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O UR E X PE RTI S E
We create exciting and innovative experiences. We
are ambitious, and constantly pushing the design
boundaries. Every one of our clients’ projects are truly
unique. Because of this, we have built a strong reputation
as one of the leading and most trusted consultants for:

THEME PARKS & RESORTS

WATER PARKS

ATTRACTIONS

FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT CENTRES

DARK RIDES

ZOOS & AQUARIUMS

MUSEUMS & EXHIBITS

RETAIL & RESTAURANTS
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LONDON

BIRMINGHAM

OUR LO CA TI O NS
BARCELONA

SHANGHAI
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THE STUDI O S
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THE FA CTO RY
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C H A PT E R T W O

OUR SERVICES
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MA STER PL A NNI NG & D E S I G N
Our design division, operating from studios in London &
Barcelona, boasts one of the largest specialist teams in
the world with a portfolio to match.

Guest Experience Audit

From full resorts to a single attractions, it begins with an
idea, which becomes a narrative that shapes a story and
sculpts the final concept.

Intellectual Property & visual identity

Our in-house teams of creatives, artists, architects,
engineers & technicians ensure the concept is considered
throughout every stage of development making sure it
can be realised within your budget.

Strategy Planning

Masterplanning
Initial creative & concept
Concept development
Schematic Design
Detailed Design
Technical, lighting & Audio Design
Graphic Design & Wayfinding
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THE M E D PR OD U CT I ON
The Scruffy Dog Production factory boasts some of
the worlds best facilities & experience, located in the
Midlands UK in recent years has had a huge investment
not only to increase speed & quality (ISO Certified), but
also every piece of our work complies with the British/
European Health and Safety standards.

fabrication drawings

To ensure we remain competitively priced in a global
market, the factory boasts some our industry’s leading
facilities and equipment.

3,5 & 7 axis cnc

METAL WORK
sculpting studio

scenic finishing
dual- component spray systems
joinery
animatronics
grc & render sculpting
mould making & grp
installation & site work
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R EA LI SA T I O N
Scruffy Dog Creative Group can offer a true
turnkey in house solution for your project from
start to finish!
Unlike any other company in the world,
alongside our design & production teams
our group has a dedicated in house team for
realisation who ensure there is no disconnect
from the initial design to your opening day.

Production Management
In-Field Art Direction
SITE Management
SHOW & MEDIA PRODUCTION
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C H APT E R T H R E E

OUR WORK
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EUROPE
NORTH AMERICA

MIDDLE EAST
ASIA

T H EM E PA R KS & RE S O RT S
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T H E M E PARKS & R ES OR T S

T H EM E D A T T RA C T IO N S
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T H E M E D AT T RAC T I O NS

FA M ILY E NT ER TA IN M E N T C E N T RE S
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WAT E RPARKS

DA RK RI D ES
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ZOOS & AQ U ARIU MS

MU S E UM S & E X HIBIT S
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RE TAIL & RE S TAUR A NT S

S C EN I C S T UD I O
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SC E N IC S T U D IO
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C H A PT E R FO U R

CASE STUDIES
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DR EA MWOOD
RUSSIA
Dreamwood Park is located within Mriya Resort &
Spa located in Yalta, Russia.
This 4 Hectares theme park originally started out
as a children’s play area, as it evolved, Scruffy Dog
Creative Group were contacted by Creative Director
Chris Lange to bring our Design expertise, delivering
the masterplanning, concept design & development,
schematic and detail design for the five themed areas.
Forest, Air, Sea, Mountain and Tree of Adventure.
The final result was an environment that reflects the
ancient landscape of the area. Interspersed among
the tall trees are stranger looking trees, giant plants,
vines and flowers. Together they form a magical land
that envelops the rides and attractions.
In 2018 Dream Wood park won the Golden Pony
award in relation to the design, theming, and choice
of attractions, which contributed to a unique and
inspiring guest experience .
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WIC KERMA N
UK
Wicker Man is located at Alton Towers Resorts, UK
and is the first wooden roller coaster to be installed
in the UK in over 20 years.
We were approached by Merlin Entertainments
unique in-house creative and project delivery team,
Merlin Magic Making, to bring our design expertise
to this project, delivering the initial Concept, concept
development, Schematic and Detail Design for the
overall theming. This included the ride, loading areas,
queue lines, pre- show buildings and entrances.
In 2018 Scruffy Dog Creative Group were presented
with the award for ‘Best Themed Attraction’ at the
Park World Excellence Awards, in recognition of its
design work on the WickerMan.
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lego movie
world - usa
Scruffy Dog Group have worked on numerous projects
for Merlin Entertainments and Legoland Resorts.
In 2019 Legoland Florida Resort opened its newest
and largest expansion to date called “THE LEGO
MOVIE WORLD.” Based on the movie of the same title.
We were approached by MMM to be involved from the
early creative stages of this project providing initial
concept & concept development services for this new
themed area. This included several attractions such
as Unikitty disco drop a children’s tower ride, Battle
of Bricksburg a children’s water ride, and the LEGO
Move Masters of Flights, flying theatre.
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LAGU NA WA TE r
PARK, UA E
Dubai-based MERAAS has delivered multiple
projects in numerous sectors including real estate,
retail, hospitality, food and beverage, leisure and
entertainment and healthcare
Laguna Water Park is the latest addition to Meraas’
world class urban destination La Mer.
We were approached by Meraas to deliver initial
concept, concept development, visual identity, and
schematic design for the water park.
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WOR LD OF WINE
P ORTUGA L
Following five years of development and in excess
of €100 million of investment, Fladgate Partnership
recently unveiled the World of Wine, a collection of six
immersive museum experiences, nine restaurants,
bars, and cafés, temporary exhibition space, shops,
and a wine school.
Based in the historic town of Vila Nova de Gaia, Porto,
WOW pays tribute to the most important Portuguese
industries and traditions. The Fladgate Partnership
teamed up with Scruffy Dog Creative Group to create
several of their experiences which include World of
Wine, Planet Cork, and Porto Region across the ages
(aka PRATA).
The Scruffy Dog Creative team were responsible
for the masterplan, concept design and schematic
design, whilst Scruffy Dog Production’s Realisation
team lead by Dylan Lardner-Burke completed the
experience and attraction delivery.
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I’ m A C E LEBRIT Y
UK
Scruffy Dog Group were awarded a major design
and build entertainment project by ITV and Lifestyle
Outlets, who are part of Peel L&P, with a multi-million
pound value.
The entertainment project is based on the popular
ITV show I’m A Celebrity…Get me out of here. Scruffy
Dog were responsible for the masterplan, initial
concept, concept development, schematic and detail
design as well as the themed construction.
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LEGO C A STLE
HOTE L, UK
Legoland Windsor Resort, also known as Legoland
Windsor, is a child-orientated theme park and resort
located in Berkshire, UK.
In 2017 they opened the LEGO Castle Hotel in which
Scruffy Dog provided a full turnkey package which
included 3D Design, Schematic and Detail
Design, Manufacture and installation.
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C H APT E R FI V E

OUR PROCESS
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O P E NING
DA Y
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01|INITIAL CREATIVE
& MASTERPLANNING

03|SCHEMATIC
DEVELOPMENT

Once we receive a project request, our principles analyse
the brief and establish a dynamic communication with
the stakeholders. Then we start to brainstorm and
research crucial elements for a consistent, original
and impressive initial presentation. In this phase we do
a first approach to the future Masterplan and explore
options for the narrative and the visual identity of your
Project.

In this phase we develop every space to scale and
dimension as per the Concept Design Architecture,
general contractor works, themed decoration and
contents interact together, while all other aspects of the
experience are considered. All models and plans of the
project are completed at this stage.

02|CONCEPT
DEVELOPMENT
Once direction is established with the stake holders, we
now start to bring the big idea to life! In this stage we
explain our vision its story and your guests experience
for the project, The concept design package includes
layouts, engaging story lines, zoning, content, attractions
proposals, dynamic storyboards, wow illustrations all in
a powerful visual presentation.
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05|PRODUCTION
In our very own state of the art manufacturing facility
or working with your appointed vendors we transform
your design concepts into final pieces, using the most
versatile and effective materials and applying the best
standards in safety and visual impact in the industry.
Our creations speak by themselves.

04|DETAILED
DEVELOPMENT

06|INSTALLATION
& PROGRAMMING

In this phase each solution will be defined to the technical
level that constructors and suppliers will need for firstly
the tender process and then production or construction.
Collaborating with local architects and engineers
to ensure the project meets the regulations, local
construction and security specifications. At this stage we
ensure the stake holder have all the documentation and
information they need to bring this concept to creation.

The ISO certified Project management team working
alongside the show vendors deliver your product or
experience with a streamlined, seamless, and organised
programme, making sure the final results honour the
design intent and previous phases every time.
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I NITIA L
CRE A TIVE &
M AS TE RPLA NNI NG

1. FUNCTIONAL SCHEME

2. SITE STUDY

3. MASTERPLAN IDEATION

4. PRELIMINARY MASTERPLAN

5. MASTERPLAN DEVELOPMENT

6. MASTERPLAN BIRDS EYE VIEW

We are Master Planners, conceiving every themed
attraction with a global approach. Our multidisciplinary
team aims to find the perfect balance between the
artistic, technical and operational aspects of it. How?
•
•

•

Choosing an engaging style which stand out,
improving attendance and repetition.
Creating an immersive theming that enhances the
attraction and harmonises with the surrounding
areas, contributing to the appearance of the
venue.
Designing a dynamic and operations-wise layout
that boosts attendance and capacity while
providing the best experience to the guests.
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C ONC EPT
DEVE LOPMENT
We are not just designers, we are Imagineers.
Every step of the way our creative managers from
art, architecture and engineering work closely
together to make sure our designs are not only
unique, but also functional and efficient.
We believe in creative thinking, so our team
members get beyond their scopes, interacting
and learning from each other on daily basis. This
philosophy of overlapping “force fields” leaves no
room for production gaps, allowing us to deliver
our projects in a seamless manner.

1. BLUE SKY AND NARRATIVE

2. RESEARCH AND MOODBOARDS

3. THEMED ENVIRONMENTS & ELEMENTS

4. CONCEPTUAL BIRDS EYE VIEW

5. ATTRACTIONS & CONTENTS INTEGRATION

6. IP CREATION
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SC HE MA TI C &
DETA ILE D D E V E LOPM E NT
SCHEMATIC DESIGN EXAMPLE

The Schematic phase defines the size, function, appearance and basic
requirements of the attraction or facility. Documentation dictates the
storylines, design intent, special effects, material specifications and
finishes, as well as the focal points that will grab your guest’s attention.
This schematic design becomes the skeleton around which the detail
design effort is built.
Through our Detailed Design Phase, we provide the working drawings and
specifications required for prefabrication, construction and site installation.
Each element of the design is described accurately and in greater depth
to previous stages. This includes the desired finishes, physical layouts and
elevations, 3D models and input to IFC drawings, ensuring compliance
with the initial concept design.

SCHEMATIC DESIGN EXAMPLE

DETAILED DESIGN EXAMPLE
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R E A L I SATI O N
We know how to build, so we make sure to cover all the
points needed to seamlessly move from the design into
the production phase. How?
•

•
•

Giving you options to find the best construction
solutions to fulfil all the project’s needs while
staying within budget.
Bringing you a selection of Attraction Manufactures
that are best suited for the project.
Coordinating and overseeing the production to
ensure the overall design criteria remains intact
and the materials and construction methods used
by the building companies are in accordance to the
required standards.

We suggest, you choose!
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80+
C H A PT E R S I X

MEET THE TEAM

CREATIVES
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FINANCIAL DIRECTOR

MANAGING DIRECTOR
EXECUTIVE
PRODUCER

PROJECTS
DIRECTOR

FACTORY MANAGER

SENIOR PROJECT
MANAGER

EXECUTIVE CREATIVE
DIRECTOR
CREATIVE DIRECTOR
CREATIVE LEADS

PROJECT MANAGERS
PRODUCTION
FOREMAN

ESTIMATIONS
MANAGER

ASSISTANT FOREMAN

ESTIMATORS

ASSISTANT PROJECT
MANAGERS

OFFICE MANAGER

ACCOUNTS ADMIN

GENERAL
ADMINISTRATOR

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
DIRECTOR

CREATIVES

SALES AND MARKETING
MANAGER

STUDIO MANAGER

MARKETING ASSISTANT

ART DIRECTORS/
PRODUCERS

CONTRACT
ADMINISTRATION

PRODUCTION DESIGN
MANGER

FINANCIAL CONTROL

SITE MANAGERS

PRODUCTION
DESIGNERS

SITE FOREMAN
QUALITY CONTROL
MANGER

DIVISIONAL
MANAGERS

SITE OPERATIVES

ARCHITECTURE

DESIGN

CAD

3D

APPRENTICE
PROGRAMME

APPRENTICE
PROGRAMME

APPRENTICE
PROGRAMME

APPRENTICE
PROGRAMME

ACROSS THE WORLD
CNC & 3D PRINTING

JOINERY AND METAL
WORK

SCULPTURE

MOULD MAKING

SCENIC AND
FINISHING

APPRENTICE
PROGRAMME

APPRENTICE
PROGRAMME

APPRENTICE
PROGRAMME

APPRENTICE
PROGRAMME

APPRENTICE
PROGRAMME

ORGAN IS AT IO N AL S T R UC T UR E

CEO

MA N A GE ME N T T EA M
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JOE - CEO

Dylan - Exec. Producer

Joe, who is also Executive Creative Director, leads
the creative division and teams across the world
has worked on a number of productions with major
operators, studios and corporations including
Disney, Merlin Entertainments, Universal, NBC,
Netflix, ITV, BBC, Google, Sony & Dreamworks.
Some notable projects are: The Wickerman - Alton
Towers UK, LEGOLAND ‘Ninjago’ (worldwide), I’m A
Celebrity... Jungle Challenge (Manchester, UK), and
Ghostbusters 5D to name but a few.

Dylan originally from South Africa, before moving to
the middle east is responsible for some of the world’s
leading & largest projects in recent years, including
Ferrari World Abu Dhabi, Legoland Dubai, Bollywood,
Dubai & most recently Warner Bros. Abu Dhabi
where in principle management roles led teams in
excess of 100 staff from the creative to the delivery
stages of the projects. After the completion of Warner
Bros. Scruffy Dog Creative Group welcomed Dylan to
our senior team where his main focus is ensuring our
award winning projects are realised.

MAIKEL – MASTERPL ANNING &
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR

Diego – Creative Director

With over 20 year’s experience in architectural
fields and a multibillion dollar portfolio. He has been
responsible for a number of the world’s leading
leisure spaces, like World of Wine (Porto, Portugal),
I’m A Celebrity… Jungle Challenge (Manchester,
UK), Ankapark (Turkey), Balloonia (Doha, Qatar), and
Guilin Theme Park (China).

Diego, originally from Madrid, achieved a Bachelor
of Fine Arts Degree before completing his Technical
Design Degree and then moving to the USA where
he worked for a number of major studios, including
Disney. Over his career he has worked on a number
of major projects for like, Coal Montanum (Germany),
Ankapark (Turkey), Guilin Theme Park (China), and
Beijing Air and Space Museum (China).

David – Project Director

Gareth – Creative Lead

David’s role is to support the overall project
management and provide his expertise in contract’s
management and further support for technical
aspects of the site and fit out. David will develop
the programme with Andrew and work with our
Birmingham team to deliver the project. David has
over 12 years project management experience and
has worked in a wide range of museum’s, leisure,
and attraction venues. Experience working and
managing key stakeholders are David’s strength.

Prior to joining Scruffy Dog, Gareth who specialises
in Intellectual Property, worked at LEGO focusing on
the creative & IP management for LEGOLAND Resort
& Theme parks worldwide. He’s worked on projects
like The Great LEGO Race VR Coaster (worldwide),
LEGO Ninjago World (worldwide, LEGO Friends
Heartlake City (worldwide) and more.
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SARA - TECHNICAL DESIGNER

Fergus is an experienced producer, he himself a
skilled artist & 3D visualiser, learning the ropes
from the ground up working closely with our founder
from the beginning of his career. He shares a similar
portfolio as our company as he has been a key
member of every major production in our history. He
now leads the teams in our London studios working
closely with the lead creative team.

With a Master’s degree in Sustainable architecture
and a passion for painting and illustration, Sara
became both architect by day and artist by night. She
has worked as an architect with different studios
in residential, commercial and transportation
fields in Middle East, Italy and Spain. She has
since specialized in the Entertainment Industry,
designing and planning Theme Parks, Interactive
Museums, FEC’s, and undertaking branding Projects
worldwide, combining her artistic skills with her
technical background.

Thomas – Art Director

Jac qui - Marketing Manager

Thomas approaches design from a theatrical and
architectural background. Prior to joining Scruffydog
he has worked on a variety of theatrical productions
and historical restoration properties before joining
major projects such as Universal’s Epic Universe
(Universal Studios Orlando Resort), The Gateway
RD&E at Fox World Dubai (20th Century Fox),
and most recently ITV’s I’m a Celebrity.. Jungle
Challenge (Manchester, UK).

Jacqui comes from a publishing background, where
she spent a number of years managing a leading
industry publication. It is here that Jacqui gained her
knowledge of the attractions industry. Throughout
her professional career Jacqui has a successful
track record of sales performance, marketing and
management.

LEA - DE SIGN MANAGER

DA N - A n I M AT I O N SU P E RVI SO R

Lea has a wealth of experience and has worked with
a number of architects, where she assisted on the
development packages and construction drawings
for a number of projects comprising of resorts,
commercial and residential buildings. More recently,
Lea held the position of draughtsman and design
coordinator at Aspen Creations, working on Warner
Bros. World, Abu Dhabi.

Dan graduated from Teeside University with a BA
in Computer Games Art. Since 2012 he has been
working on a multitude of freelance projects using
Game Engines within architectural Visualisation,
Sports and Entertainment, and Fine Art landscape
Installations. His work focuses heavily around the
use of Unreal Engine and Virtual Reality. Dan spent 3
years creating a 1:1 VR replica of Universal studios,
a long term Portfolio piece that enabled him to get
into the Attraction Industry.

M AN AG E M E N T T EA M

Fergus - Producer

WWW.SCRUFFYDOGLTD.COM

